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Abstract—A new lossless intra coding method based on
sample-by-sample differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) is
presented as an enhancement of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard. The H.264/AVC design includes a multidirectional spatial
prediction method to reduce spatial redundancy by using neighboring samples as a prediction for the samples in a block of data
to be encoded. In the new lossless intra coding method, the spatial
prediction is performed based on samplewise DPCM instead
of in the block-based manner used in the current H.264/AVC
standard, while the block structure is retained for the residual
difference entropy coding process. We show that the new method,
based on samplewise DPCM, does not have a major complexity
penalty, despite its apparent pipeline dependencies. Experiments
show that the new lossless intra coding method reduces the bit
rate by approximately 12% in comparison with the lossless intra
coding method previously included in the H.264/AVC standard.
As a result, the new method is currently being adopted into the
H.264/AVC standard in a new enhancement project.
Index Terms—AVC, differential pulse code modulation (DPCM),
H.264, intra coding, lossless image coding, lossless video coding,
MPEG-4, spatial prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [1]–[4], a recently developed
video coding standard jointly developed as ITU-T Recommendation H.264 and ISO/IEC 14496-10 (MPEG-4 Part
10) Advanced Video Coding (AVC), is well known to provide
efficient lossy coding of video content—enabling reduction of
the bit rate by approximately 30%–70% when compared with
previous video coding standards such as MPEG-4 Part 2 [5],
H.263 [6], H.262/MPEG-2 Part 2 [7], etc., while providing the
same or better image quality.
The lossless encoding capabilities of H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
are less well known. The original version of the standard
included a so-called pulse-code modulation (PCM) macroblock
coding mode that allowed samples of selected macroblocks to
be represented losslessly, although very inefficiently from a
compression perspective (actually slightly expanding the quantity of data used to represent the PCM-encoded macroblocks).
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The second major version of the standard, which included the
so-called fidelity range extensions (FRExt) [8], added design
improvements for more efficient lossless encoding. In this
paper, we present an improvement over the lossless coding
feature found in the FRExt design. The improved method
described herein was recently adopted for standardization in a
new amendment to the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard [9].
In digital video coding, each picture of a video sequence
is typically represented by three rectangular arrays of integer-valued samples. One of these arrays is typically called
the luma component and represents the brightness of the
content at each sample location in the picture. The other two
arrays are typically called the chroma arrays, and represent the
color-difference chromaticity at each sample location in the
picture. When the three arrays all have the same dimensions,
the sampling structure is referred to as “4:4:4”. Often (especially in consumer-quality video applications), each chroma
array has half the width and half the height of the luma array,
resulting in a sampling structure called “4:2:0,” and sometimes
(especially for professional-quality interlaced-scan video) the
chroma arrays have half the width but the same height as the
luma array, resulting in a sampling structure called “4:2:2.”
Alternatively, rather than having the three arrays represent luma
and chroma information, they may represent the intensity of
red, green, and blue component signals to combine to represent
the color and brightness at each location.
H.264/AVC has a block-based coding structure. In its design
(as in many others since H.261 [10]), each picture is segmented
into macroblocks, which consist of an array of 16 16 luma
2 ar(or green component) samples1 and two associated
is 16 for
rays of chroma (or red and blue) samples, where
4:4:4 and is 8 for 4:2:2 and 4:2:0, and where is 16 for 4:4:4
and 4:2:2 and is 8 for 4:2:0. Each macroblock is further decomposed into blocks, consisting of single-component sample arrays
of various sizes from as large as 16 16 to as small as 4 4.
By various mechanisms, each block is predicted in a manner indicated by the encoder, and then the residual difference block
1Following the convention used in the H.264/AVC standard, we use the term
sample, rather than pixel, herein for reasons of clarity. In the graphics context,
the term pixel typically refers collectively to all three color components for a
particular location in the sampling grid, and all three components are typically
found at every location (i.e., the sampling structure is ordinarily 4:4:4). In video
and image coding, the concept of a pixel is typically not as well defined since
other sampling structures may be in use such that the samples of different color
components are not as tightly coupled together for interpretation of the image
content, whereas a sample is generally clearly understood to be a scalar quantity
for a single color component.
2Following the convention used in the H.264/AVC standard, we refer to the
when it contains
dimensions of a rectangular array (or block) as
columns horizontally and
rows vertically. This convention may differ from
that typically used in other contexts.
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representing the difference between the predicted block and the
actual source picture’s content block is represented in a compact
manner. When using the lossy coding features, the compression
encoding process consists of application of a block linear transform followed by quantization and entropy coding of the block
of transformed coefficients. When using the lossless coding capability, the encoding cannot be performed by quantization and,
thus, consists only of entropy coding of the block of difference
data.
There are two fundamental types of block-based prediction in
H.264/AVC: intrapicture prediction, which consists of using selectable position-dependent linear combinations of neighboring
sample values to form a prediction block, and interpicture prediction, which consists of using one or two position-interpolated blocks of samples from previously coded pictures to form
a prediction block. In either case, the goal of the prediction processing is to reduce the quantity of data needed to adequately
represent the corresponding block of input picture samples. Typically, inter prediction provides better compression capability
when other pictures have already been coded, but intra prediction is useful for various purposes including random access, ease
of video sequence editing, coding of individual still pictures, and
representation of significant changes of scene content.
Although H.264/AVC was designed primarily for lossy
video coding, efficient lossless compression was included in
the FRExt capability set as well. The desire in this case was
primarily to enable the lossless encoding of individual isolated
regions in a reasonably efficient manner—not to be a special-purpose encoding design targeting lossless compression
as its primary goal. However, it was found that good lossless
compression performance could be achieved while retaining
most of the H.264/AVC design components without alteration
(or with minor alterations). The resulting FRExt design, when
compared to other well-known lossless coding schemes, seems
particularly effective for lossless coding when using interpicture prediction. Its performance for lossless intra coding is
comparatively less state-of-the-art.
Herein, we focus on improving the intra coding case, to improve its performance without a major complexity impact and
without major changes for other parts of the design structure.
This is partly motivated by the knowledge that the current FRExt
design is not as effective at lossless intra compression as some
others.
In the H.264/AVC intra prediction case, various block sizes
are used, such as 16 16, 8 8 or 4 4 luma block prediction
(with the block size and direction of prediction being selected
by the encoder), and 16 16 (for 4:4:4 video), 16 8 (for 4:2:2
video), or 8 8 (for 4:2:0 video) chroma block prediction. The
new spatial prediction process described herein is performed
using sample-by-sample DPCM instead of block-based prediction. This results in better coding efficiency, since a sample immediately neighboring the sample to be predicted is typically
a better predictor than a sample in a neighboring block that
is several samples farther away. Although the use of such a
sample-wise DPCM in the encoder may appear to break the
blockwise pipeline processing structure of the decoding process,
we retain the use of block-based processing for the residual difference coding, and show that the samplewise prediction is con-
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ceptually analogous to the application of a spatial residual transform as is ordinarily applied in the lossy video decoding process.
The samplewise DPCM can, thus, be used with no major increase in computational complexity relative to the ordinary decoding process. By using the samplewise DPCM, a bit-rate reduction of approximately 12% is shown in the lossless intra
coding compression performance. As a result, the new technique
has recently been adopted as part of a new draft amendment of
the H.264/AVC standard.
II. SPATIAL PREDICTION IN H.264
H.264/AVC uses several spatial prediction block sizes including 16 16, 8 8, and 4 4 for luma and 16 16 (for
8 (for 4:2:2 video), or 8
8 (for 4:2:0
4:4:4 video), 16
video) for chroma. For each case, the encoder selects a directional spatial prediction mode which governs the creation of a
prediction of the complete block of samples using the values
of samples in neighboring blocks that have previously been
decoded—specifically, the column of samples immediately to
the left of the block to be predicted and the row of samples
immediately above the block to be predicted.
16 luma intra prediction and for
Specifically, for 16
chroma intra prediction, one of four prediction modes can
be chosen—the horizontal, vertical, DC, and plane modes.
Horizontal prediction consists of extrapolation towards the
right from the values of the samples in the neighboring column,
vertical prediction consists of extrapolation downward from the
values of the samples in the neighboring row, DC prediction
consists of generating a prediction block using the average of
values in the neighboring column and row, and, finally, plane
prediction consists of generating a prediction block using a
three-parameter equation based on the mean and the horizontal
and vertical slope exhibited in the neighboring row and column.
For 8 8 or 4 4 intra prediction, more prediction modes
are available, using similar concepts—in these cases, there are
nine different intra prediction modes that can be chosen, with
conceptual prediction directions as illustrated in Fig. 1 (mode
2, not shown in the figure, is the “DC” averaging mode). For
the luma component, in addition to providing the ability for the
encoder to select among the various prediction directions, the
encoder can also select which block size will be used for the
prediction process—with smaller block sizes generally resulting
in better prediction quality but using a greater number of bits to
specify the specify the prediction due to the larger number of
blocks for which to select the directional prediction mode.
These features of the H.264/AVC design allow the encoder to
customize the prediction process to fit the particular local characteristics of the content of the video picture that is to be encoded, and to use either a relatively small or large quantity of
data to govern the prediction process as necessary. However, a
fundamental shortcoming of the existing design, for purposes of
lossless coding, is the need to generate the entire block of prediction values all at once. In contrast, high-performance lossless
image coding designs typically use very small prediction neighborhoods and perform the prediction and residual representation
processes on an individual sample-by-sample basis in a tightly
coupled fashion.
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Fig. 1. Nine prediction modes for the intra 4
dard.
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2 4 prediction in the H.264 stan-

similarly chosen block boundary samples by considering the
prediction direction in a similar way. As another example, the
mode 5 prediction in Fig. 1 is performed by using the predictor,
, in the case where the and samples are
predicted, and all other remaining samples are predicted from
two or three block boundary samples by considering the prediction direction in a similar way. Here, we use the notation
" to denote an arithmetic right shift of a two’s comple"
ment representation of an integer-valued quantity by a number
of bit positions .
The other directional modes in Fig. 1 are performed in a
similar ways to modes 1, 4, and 5, with alterations from the
viewpoint of the prediction directions. The H.264/AVC lossless
intra coding process is performed by using the spatial prediction
method shown in Fig. 1 and entropy coding the difference block
without applying the remaining elements of the design that are
used in the lossy case—specifically, the 4 4 integer DCT-like
transform and quantization. We particularly note that a 4 4 integer DCT-like transform is ordinarily a part of the H.264/AVC
decoding process, but is skipped in the lossless coding cases.
III. PROPOSED INTRA LOSSLESS CODING METHOD USING
DPCM AND RESIDUAL TRANSFORM

Fig. 2. Boundary samples and inside samples for intra 4

2 4 prediction.

As an example, using the horizontal prediction method found
in H.264/AVC for 4 4 luma blocks which is marked as mode
1 in Fig. 1, to predict a 4 4 block to be encoded as shown in
Fig. 2, the prediction of every sample in the row of the block next
to the neighboring column sample with value , the prediction
is the value . Thus, if we denote the residual difference to be
encoded for the encoding of the samples marked as through
, as , through , we see that
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
The residual differences through , in (1)–(4) that are predicted from the block boundary samples are entropy coded as
4 block and the entropy-coded data is
part of a residual 4
sent from the encoder to the decoder. The decoder subsequently
reconstructs the residual samples, creates the prediction block,
and adds the residual block to reconstruct the final picture. The
processing in the decoder preserves the pipeline processing design of the H.264/AVC coding structure, since it is implemented
in a block-based processing manner. The vertical prediction is
performed in a similar way to the horizontal prediction in the
vertical direction. The mode 4 prediction direction shown in
,
Fig. 1 is performed using the predictor,
, and
samples are prein the case where the , ,
dicted, and all other remaining samples are predicted from three

4 integer DCT and quantiIn H.264/AVC, since the 4
zation cause data loss due to rounding or shifting operations,
the transform and quantization processes are skipped, in order
to achieve lossless compression [11]. To perform intra lossless
coding, H.264/AVC uses blockwise entropy coding to code the
prediction error signals after the intra predictions. In order to improve the coding efficiency in intra lossless coding, we propose
a method which employs both DPCM and its residual transform. By using the new method, the coding efficiency can be
enhanced, as compared with block-based prediction.
A. Horizontal Prediction
As an alternative to the prediction found currently in H.264/
AVC, as presented in (1)–(4), we suggest that when the horizontal prediction (mode 1), as shown in Fig. 1, is applied for the
first row of a 4 4 block on the samples shown in Fig. 2, the
residuals, , , , and , of each sample, , , , and ,
are calculated by sample-by-sample DPCM as follows:
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
The encoder sends , , , and
as part of a residual
block, and the decoder can then decode the residuals as a block
and then apply them for reconstruction as shown in (5)–(8).
However, the blockwise processing structure of the decoder appears to be broken by this behavior, since samplewise DPCM,
which is based on samplewise prediction, always requires each
individual decoded sample to be provided sequentially prior to
the prediction and reconstruction of the next sample value. As
an example, in order to reconstruct sample , sample should
be reconstructed in advance using (7), which, in turn, requires
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sample
to have been reconstructed from (6), which requires
to have been reconstructed from (5). To solve this
sample
apparent problem of breaking the blockwise pipeline structure
of the decoding process, we decompose the prediction structure
into an alternative form based on the use of a residual transform
in the decoder. From (5)–(8), we can derive the following:

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL SEQUENCES AND CODING CONDITIONS

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
Generalizing, we obtain the following relationship for the first
row of the 4 4 block:
(13)
This relationship can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

(14)

The 4
4 matrix in (13) can be considered as a spatial
residual transform that is slightly simpler than the spatial
residual transform ordinarily used in the lossy coding process
for H.264/AVC, thus illustrating that the sample reconstruction process when using samplewise DPCM prediction does
not substantially increase computational complexity over the
ordinary types of processing already found there.
B. Vertical and Other Prediction Modes
The vertical prediction can be performed in a similar way to
the horizontal prediction.
In a very similar manner to the vertical or horizontal prediction, the residual transform using samplewise DPCM, which
employs one sample as a predictor for each other sample, can be
applied also to the mode 3 and mode 4 prediction modes for 4
4 blocks shown in Fig. 1, but not as easily to the DC mode or
prediction modes 5, 6, 7, and 8, since H.264/AVC uses a combination of two or three block boundary samples as the sample
predictor in the case of all the other directional predictions except for the DC, the horizontal and vertical predictions.
The new intra lossless coding method can be applied directly
block in the case where the horizontal (mode
to any
1), vertical (mode 0), mode 3, and mode 4 predictions can be
implemented with a one sample predictor.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, a lossless intra coding method based on samplewise DPCM has been presented in the context of the blockbased H.264/AVC design. To verify the validity of this method,
experiments are performed on several YUV 4:2:0 format test
sequences with QCIF (Quarter Common Intermediate Format)
and CIF resolutions, as shown in Table I, all of which have 300

frames and 30-Hz temporal frequencies. For the entropy coding,
the context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) mode
of H.264/AVC is used for the experiment.
In order to evaluate the performance of the modified method,
the H.264/AVC lossless intra coding algorithm using the YUV
4:2:0 format is also implemented and tested. The performance of
the new method is compared with that of the H.264/AVC intra
lossless coding method using the YUV 4:2:0 format based on
block prediction.
The new method is applied to 16 16 and 4 4 luma blocks
and 8 8 chroma blocks, according to the 4:2:0 sampling structure. It is not applied to 8 8 luma block prediction, as that type
of prediction uses combinations of samples rather than single
sample values for its prediction operation. The first samplewise
prediction method (marked method 1) in Table II uses the presented samplewise horizontal/vertical predictions and uses the
other seven prediction modes of the H.264/AVC lossless intra
coding without alteration for 4 4 luma blocks, and the samplewise horizontal/vertical predictions and DC and plane prediction modes of the H.264/AVC lossless intra coding method
for the 16 16 luma block and 8 8 chroma block. Method
1 achieved an average compression ratio of 1.889:1 for various sequences, while the H.264/AVC intra lossless coding standard (H.264/AVC) in Table II achieved an average compression
ratio of only 1.670:1. The second samplewise prediction method
(method 2) in Table II uses samplewise horizontal (mode 1), vertical (mode 0), mode 3 and mode 4 predictions and the other five
predictions of the H.264/AVC lossless intra coding method for
the 4 4 luma block, and samplewise horizontal/vertical predictions, and the DC and plane predictions of the H.264/AVC
lossless intra coding method for the 16 16 luma and 8 8
chroma blocks. Method 2 shows an average compression ratio of
1.899:1. For comparison to more state-of-the-art lossless coding
techniques, the lossless coding efficiency of JPEG-LS (lossless) [12] and Motion JPEG2000 lossless [13] are compared
with that of the modified H.264/AVC methods and with that of
H.264/AVC lossless coding without alteration to show the efficiency of the samplewise prediction methods. For the Motion
JPEG2000 results we used the “Jasper-1.701.0” software that
can be downloaded from the JPEG site.
Based on these experimental results, we can state that samplewise prediction method 1 shows an improvement in the
compression ratio compared with the block-based H.264/AVC
lossless intra coding method and the Motion JPEG2000, while
not substantially increasing the processing complexity in the
decoder. Although samplewise prediction method 2 gives a
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE COMPRESSION RATIOS FOR H.264 INTRA LOSSLESS
CODING, PROPOSED METHODS 1 AND 2, JPEG-LS (LOSSLESS), AND
MOTION JPEG2000 LOSSLESS (M-JP2K)

provement in lossless coding compression capability of approximately 12% has been shown in the experiment results, without
a substantial increase in the complexity of the encoding or decoding processes. The modified methods can be considered as
a useful new tool for future block-based intra lossless coding
designs. Indeed, based on similar results to those shown in this
paper, the samplewise DPCM [14], [15].
The intra coding method that is referred to as method 1 in
this paper was recently adopted for standardization in an enhanced future version of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard, in
a package of capabilities currently known as the Advanced 4:4:4
profile [9]. Simulation results on RGB 4:4:4 format data can be
found in [14] and [15].
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